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_UNITED VOICE SUPPORTER SURVEY 2019_
ABOUT THE SURVEY
At the start of the season, we launched a wide-ranging survey asking for views on how the club is being
run as well as on match-going issues. It was open for a six-week period from mid-August until late
September, with over 95% of responses recorded in the first three weeks. It was completed by almost
10,000 United supporters, comprising match-going and non-matchgoing fans of all ages. We want to
thank all of those respondents for their considered and heartfelt views.
This report covers the first part of the survey that sought views on the performance of the team, the
running of the club, supporters share ownership and proposed changes to UEFA competitions.

HEADLINES
How the Football Club is being run
●
●
●
●
●

86% of respondents were dissatisfied/very dissatisfied with the team’s performance since 2013.
There is more qualified satisfaction with performance under OGS (although responses precede the
poor run of results in September).
91% were dissatisfied/very dissatisfied with the management of the club by the owners and their
staff.
Over 70% were dissatisfied with investment in the squad (either net spend or quality) in that period.
Satisfaction improved for the last transfer window.
Levels of dissatisfaction are noticeably higher for younger supporters (U21 and U40).

Looking ahead at the likelihood of positive actions and changes over the next 2-3 years:
●

72% have some level of confidence that there is a clear vision and strategy.

However:
●
●
●

Less than 40% are confident that the required changes will be fully funded.
Less than 25% are confident that the football operation will be led by qualified football appointees
with the authority to deliver.
Less than 20% are confident that there will also be any significant investment in the stadium and
infrastructure over this period.

Over 5,000 respondents opted to explain their main concerns. The most common concerns were:
●
●
●
●
●

Mistreatment of the club by the owners (debt levels, failure to invest and taking money out).
The club being run primarily on commercial and business priorities rather than the football
operation and fan-centric issues.
Responsibility for and handling of transfers & contract renewals.
Continued delays in appointing a Director of Football/Sporting Director.
Decline in stadium infrastructure - failure to commit to significant expansion and modernisation.

Other Key Issues
●
●
●

Strong support for MUST’s own strategy to engage in constructive dialogue with club directors to
address the concerns and needs of supporters, including but not just match-going fans.
Very strong support for the creation of a collective supporter share stake in the club.
Strong opposition to early proposals from UEFA and the European Clubs Association (ECA) for the
creation of a European Super League.
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Foreword
The United Voice 2019 survey is the most extensive survey of its kind detailing the opinions and
concerns of the wider Manchester United fanbase. Now more than ever, Manchester United
supporters have begun vocally expressing their apprehension towards the club’s shortcomings
both on and off the pitch. This survey was conducted as a means of gaining an acute and current
insight into the most pressing concerns within the fanbase and to gauge an accurate
understanding of its sentiments on specific club related issues and match going concerns. This
survey report covers topics including the team’s performance, how the club is run (including the
management of squad investment), the club’s ownership model and stadium development.
The United Voice 2019 survey was released on the 14th of August 2019 through various
channels, including direct e-mails to MUST members and mailing accounts, official supporter
clubs/branches, through fanzines and via our social media accounts (Twitter, Facebook &
Instagram) with a collective reach of 984k subscribers/followers. It remained open for six weeks
to late September, with 95% of responses completed within the first three weeks. Overall, the
United Voice survey collected over 9,800 responses, constituting one of the largest and most
comprehensive samples of its kind, leading to a wide array of views, opinions and comments
from season ticket holders, other match-going official members, and non-matchgoing
supporters of all ages.

Range of Respondents
The survey was completed by a broad range of fan types. Below is a list of the key demographics.
Membership Status: The survey respondents were well balanced with regards to their
membership types with the club. Season ticket holders made up 30% of all responses, whilst
official club members made up 32% of total responses. The remaining 38% classified themselves
as neither, meaning they are most likely characterised as supporters who never or rarely attend
matches but watch through other media. We used this distinction to see whether season ticket
holders and non-season ticket holders prioritise certain issues differently and voice separate
opinions on various topics.
Age: Age ranges were broken down into the following four
categories, with the percentages in brackets representing
the demographic make-up of the survey:
●
●
●
●

Under 21s (2%)
21 to 40 (33%)
41 to 64 (50%)
65+ (15%)

Gender: The overwhelming majority of respondents were
male (92%) with only a small minority of respondents
listing themselves as women (8%). Although this is most
likely a reflection of the demographic composition of our
membership and our social media followers.
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Stadium sections represented: The survey asked respondents to list which sections of the
ground they usually attend on a matchday, if any, to gain a better understanding of how certain
sections may be affected by specific issues. A total of 4,986 respondents answered this question,
meaning 50.84% of survey respondents could be identified as belonging to a specific section of
the stadium.
Matchgoing Fans: Throughout this survey, we often draw the distinction between ‘Matchgoing’
and ‘Non-matchgoing’ fans. Matchgoing fans are those that confirmed that they have attended
one or more games every season. Overall, 65% of our respondents were ‘matchgoing fans’ with
35% being ‘non-matchgoing’.
NOTE - Explanation of Charts & Scales
Most of the questions in the survey gave respondents the opportunity to rate their response on a five-point scale
of either Satisfaction or Confidence. We have then sought to compare responses across respondents with different
characteristics (age, match-going etc). On some of those comparisions we have reduced the 5-point scale to either
2-point (any level of satisfied or positive confidence vs any level of dissatisfaction or negative confidence), or a 3
point where positive satisfaction include a significant number of ‘somewhat satisfied’ responses.

Satisfaction with the Team
Original question: “How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall performance of the
team over the last six years?”
We asked our fans how satisfied they were with the team’s performance over the last six
seasons, pertaining mainly to the team’s on-pitch success. The results are pretty conclusive.
An overwhelming majority of fans (84%) responded as being overall dissatisfied with the team’s
performance over the last six years, with only 1% of respondents claiming to be more than
somewhat satisfied. Both matchgoing and non-matchgoing fans agreed to similar extents.
Interestingly, the most satisfied segment of the fanbase were older fans aged 65+, with just
under a quarter of respondents (23%) claiming to be at least somewhat satisfied with the team’s
overall performance. Younger fans, U21s and 21 - 40-year-olds, expressed the highest levels of
dissatisfaction with the team’s performance.
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The results indicate a very high level of discontent within the United fanbase regarding the
team’s poor performance over the last six years. The team has not competed for a Premier
League title since Sir Alex Ferguson’s final season in 2012/13 and has only claimed three major
trophies in a six-year period. Fans are visibly dissatisfied with this level of achievement. The club
has also hired four separate managers during this time.

Satisfaction with the Managers
Original Question: “How satisfied are you with the performance of the team under:...”
The following section highlights fan satisfaction of the team’s performance under various
managers.

The graph shows a high level of dissatisfaction with every manager’s performance since 2013.
Over four managerial reigns, David Moyes era is regarded as the least satisfactory among fans,
with 86% of fans claiming they were dissatisfied with his management and only 2% claiming to
be satisfied or very satisfied. His short stay saw United finish 7th in the league, failing to qualify
for European football. It must be stated, however, that Moyes was the first manager to
supersede Ferguson, the most coveted manager in English football history, therefore
expectations were still high and fans had only begun getting their first taste of the club’s waning
success. The first manager after Ferguson was always going to have the toughest job.
The manager with the second-lowest score was Louis van Gaal, with around 69% of fans claiming
they were dissatisfied with his stint as manager and 31% claiming to be at least somewhat
satisfied. His reign at the helm was marked by 4th and 5th places finished in his first and second
season respectively and an FA Cup trophy.
Jose Mourinho comes in as the second most satisfactory manager, with 52% of fans claiming to
have been dissatisfied with his managerial period, only 15% of which were ‘very dissatisfied’. His
more favourable rating is most likely down to success in the Europa League and League Cup in
his first season along with an FA Cup victory and a second-place finish in his second.
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No surprise that Ole Gunnar Solskjaer comes out as the manager with the highest satisfaction
rate. He is still less than one year into his managerial reign and has only had one transfer window
to build his squad. He is the only manager with a satisfaction rate higher than 50%.

Satisfaction with Owners & Directors
Original question: “How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the management of the club over
the last six years by the owners and directors?”
Aside from managers, fans were also asked to voice their satisfaction with the management of
the club by the owners and directors over the last six years.

Overall, 91% of fans expressed dissatisfaction with the management of the club by the owners
and directors over the last six years. Once again, older fans appear to be more positive than their
younger counterparts but both matchgoing and non-matchgoing fans reach parity.
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Fans were also asked to rate their satisfaction with the investment in the squad between 2013
and 2019. Here we see an increase in positivity among fans with regards to squad investment
since last summer’s transfer window. This was most likely driven by a clear indication in a change
of transfer policy from the club, seeking to sign a particular profile of player, mainly young,
promising British players, as highlighted by the signing of Daniel James, Aaron Wan-Bissaka and
Harry Maguire.
The fan base’s high dissatisfaction rate in squad investment between the years 2013 - 2019 was
most likely caused by a perceived lack of return on investment on various big-money signings
throughout that period. Multiple high-profile acquisitions failed to reach their potential and have
thus been regarded by fans as poor investments.
It is important to note, however, that our respondents decided themselves whether it was the
quality or the quantity of those investments that affected their vote. Therefore, insight into
those decisions can be ascertained from the optional comments made by many respondents,
presented later in this report.
Did all supporter types across the response demographic respond in the same way?
The following graphs compare and contrast the difference of opinion between matchgoing and
non-matchgoing fans (left) and between age groups (right).

The key observation here is the apparent dissatisfaction of U21 (although there were only a small
number of respondents) and 21-40s with most recent transfer window compared to the 41-64s.
Contrastingly, almost double the amount of 65+ fans are satisfied with the club’s most recent
transfer business.
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Confidence in the Future
Original question: “How confident are you that over the next 2 - 3 years…”
We asked supporters to answer how confident they were about the following statements:
● “There is a clear vision and strategy to return to the top.”
● “The manager will continue to be fully funded to deliver that vision.”
● “The football operation will be led by appropriately qualified and experienced football
appointees.”
● “Those appointees will have the authority to make all necessary decisions.”
● “Major investment in the stadium infrastructure will be prioritised without
compromising major investment in the playing squad.”

Supporters overall are most confident that there is now a clear vision and strategy under OGS,
although only approximately 30% are still only somewhat satisfied.
The majority of respondents (56%) are not confident that this vision will be fully delivered
through sufficient funding, the right football structure or adequately experienced appointees.
Match-going fans are the least confident across all the issues.
Supporters overall are least confident about major stadium infrastructural investment being
prioritised in the coming seasons.
There is a clear vision and strategy to return to the top

The manager will continue to be fully funded
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The football operation will be led by qualified people
changes

Appointees will have the ability to make

Major stadium infrastructural investment will be prioritised

Again there is a clear age trend on the responses to all questions about confidence in the future,
with younger supporters (predominantly U21 and 21-40) significantly less confident than older
supporters (41-64 and particularly 65+).

What Concerns Supporters Most?
Original question: “What are your biggest concerns (if any) surrounding the club?”
We gave respondents the opportunity to tell us what their main concerns were that impacts on
their satisfaction or confidence in how the club is being run. Whilst some responses were brief
and blunt, others were detailed and covered several issues.
The table below lists some of the most common recurring themes present across the +5,000
submitted comments. There are some clear, albeit overlapping themes, for most of which the
underlying issue is the financial constraints and priorities imposed by the owners.
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The following slides show a selection of comments relating to these themes:
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Interest in a Supporter Share Scheme
Original question: “How interested in principle (if at all) would you be to participate in a collective
holding scheme?”
When the club was a publicly listed company in the 1990s and early 2000s, individual supporters
held a significant percentage of that shareholding. After the Glazers takeover in 2005, those
shares were subject to compulsory purchase, denying supporters a continued stake in their club.
Since MUST was constituted as a registered Supporters Trust in 2005, it has held a clear vision of
re-establishing a supporter-owned stake in the club, if not a full supporter led ownership model.
For some time we have been asking the club to support a scheme whereby supporters can buy
a single share that can be administered collectively with other supporters to create a small but
symbolic supporters’ stake. However, as yet the club has not responded seriously to our request.
Therefore, we used this survey to ascertain the level of support for such a proposal.
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Unsurprisingly the response from full MUST members (who joined because they support our
ownership goals) responded extremely positively to the proposed solution. This was almost
matched by the survey’s total response, with over 80% of total respondents expressing an
interest in the supporter’s share scheme. Likewise, this was consistent across the match-going
and non-matchgoing supporter base.
Additionally, we gave our respondents the opportunity to comment as to why they would be
interested in such a project. There were some clear themes present within those comments:

What people said:
§“Because nothing in the world can show more of how I feel and care about the club. If you care
about something you need to own at least a piece of it, even if it’s one share from a pool of
millions.”
§“I think that supporters should have more of a stake in the clubs they support. This would give
them a voice & allow for some influence in how the club is run.”
§“I would love to be a part of a holding that has a say in what happens to United and own a tiny
fraction of the club.”
§“We must take ownership of our club in the long run.”
§“Would be a brick in the wall to help achieve the aim of supporter involvement in the running if
the club.”
§“Such a scheme allows for a balanced football investment between the supporter base and
owners.”
§“I was previously a shareholder through MUST. Ideally fan ownership is the holy grail, even if
it's a small piece.”
§“I would like to own part of the football club I love.”
§“So the supporters have a share or a say in the club. At the end of the day the supporters are
the ones who keep clubs functioning. Without the fans who pay to watch the matches the Club
is pointless.”
§“It would mean that Man Utd is partly owned by supporters and I would see a Bayern Munich
style of management or Barcelona.”
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Potential Changes to Champions League & Europa League
Around the end of last season, reports began to emerge of a group of major European clubs
within the European Club Association (ECA) developing plans to radically redesign the current
Champions League/Europa League format to create a new ‘European Super League’ with its own
promotion & relegation. This has the potential to majorly impact national leagues and cup
competitions and the likely creation of a permanent ring-fenced elite (that would probably have
included United as a ‘heritage club’).
MUST, together with fellow Trusts and supporter groups across England and Europe adopted
motions to oppose these changes and to support principles to protect domestic leagues and the
integrity of competition and qualification by merit. So, to inform our future campaign strategy
we used our survey to gauge the fanbase’s opinion on the concept of a European Super League
and on the key principles that the FSA and FSE have adopted.
The results are quite categorical. Leaving aside the 20% who understandably did not feel
sufficiently informed about the proposals to make an informed decision (neutral), 73% of the
remaining respondents were opposed to the nature of the changes. Furthermore, over 90% of
respondents supported each and every key principle that has been adopted by both National
and European supporter groups.

Our respondents believed most firmly in the principles that protect the domestic footballing
calendar and its respective leagues. Likewise, fans were clear that promotion and relegation
should be based on sporting performance and that cup qualification should hinge on results, not
heritage. However, our respondents were less resolute in their support for the principle
regarding football’s equal distribution of wealth, although not by a significant margin.
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Since the completion of this survey, UEFA has acknowledged the severity of the opposition
shown by fans and various federations against the original proposals, announcing that their
decision will be deferred until the autumn of 2020. Prior to this, they will hold a consultation
with all stakeholders including supporter groups. We will feed our survey results into that
consultation and may seek further views as new proposals emerge.

Moving Forward - How will MUST respond to the results of this survey?
In recent years MUST has moved away from being an openly hostile group, instead establishing
a firm yet constructive dialogue with senior executives at the club. That strategy has been
challenged by a small but vocal number of supporters, particularly as issues of how the club is
being run have grown. Hence, we used the survey to ask respondents whether they agreed or
disagreed with our approach by stating how important they feel it is that MUST maintains a
direct dialogue with the club to ensure that issues affecting all fans are heard directly at board
level.

The results clearly affirm our strategy and highlight the importance that respondent’s place in
maintaining a constructive dialogue with the club over fan-related concerns. The positivity to
our approach is consistent across both match-going and non-matchgoing fans and between both
members and non-members of MUST.
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Conclusions
▪

It is hardly surprising that supporters are massively dissatisfied with the performance of
their team over the last six years. That dissatisfaction has continued through successive
managers. Supporters are more satisfied with performance under OGS (although survey
results pre-date a poor run of results in September).

▪

Supporters are very dissatisfied with how the club has been run by the owners and their
directors over that time, particularly with regards to squad investment. Ultimate fault lies
with the owners financial model that has dictated strategic decisions and direction.

▪

While there are positive signs of a new vision and strategy, and the first signs of delivery
through the summer transfer window, there is limited understanding and therefore
confidence that the necessary structural changes have been made to support that
delivery. Supporters need direct and credible clarification, explanation and assurance on
those plans and how they are being delivered.

▪

Assurance is also needed from the owners that, having systematically taken large sums
of money out of the club, they will now commit fully to the immediate extensive funding
required to renew both the playing squad and the stadium infrastructure.

▪

Respondents endorsed MUST’s own strategy of engaging in structured dialogue with club
directors to represent both the issues and aspirations of our fans. MUST will now seek to
extend that dialogue, including pressing on the organisational and ownership challenges.

▪

Supporters have expressed a clear and strong interest in participating in a scheme that
enables individual supporter shares to be held in a collective scheme. We believe that it
is also in the club’s interest to work with us on this as a priority.

▪

Supporters strongly oppose the initially trialled plans for a UEFA Super league and their
potential impact on domestic competitions, and support the principles adopted by the
national Football Supporters Association. We will feed those views into the recently
agreed UEFA consultation.

▪

Supporters should back the manager to deliver over the rest of the season with a squad
that must be strengthened in the January.

Our Follow-up Actions
Given this feedback, we will use our dialogue with the club to raise the views and issues
expressed so strongly in this survey and address them directly. In particular, we will:

▪ Press for the club to provide a clear and attributable explanation of the new vision &
strategy and how the football operation has been restructured to deliver it. We initially
did this a few weeks ago and have already seen some significant briefings and interviews
to acknowledge previous mistakes and to explain the changes that have been made.

▪ Press for a commitment from the owners to fully support the necessary significant
investment in the playing squad and also in major stadium expansion and modernisation.

▪ Make the case for the priority development of a supporter shareholding scheme that can
also act as a conduit for genuine communication and engagement with supporters.

▪ Make the supporter-centred case for UEFA Competition reform to our club, and together
with other Trust and FSA colleagues, to the Premier League, European Leagues and UEFA.
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